Welcome to our e-newsletter!

We are delighted to share some “happenings” as 2016 draws to a close. We were honored to host Biofabrication 2016 for the International Society for Biofabrication, which was attended by scientists from more than 25 countries. We are gearing up now for our own annual education events: The Summer Scholars Program and Regenerative Medicine Essentials. Be sure to check out the registration details.

Military Medicine. Beyond the Battlefield is an excellent overview of the advances being made for the nation’s wounded warriors. We are proud to be part of this effort through the Armed Forces Institute of Regenerative Medicine research consortium.

2016 offers one more opportunity for scientific networking – as a sponsor of the World Stem Cell Summit, we hope to see you in West Palm Beach, Dec. 6-9.

All the best,

Anthony Atala
Director, Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine

WFIRM Hosts International Biofabrication 2016 Conference in Winston-Salem, NC

Regeneratively Speaking

Two New Podcasts Available: Doris Taylor, PhD, and Gabor Forgacs, PhD

[Video] CBS The Henry Ford's Innovation Nation with Mo Rocca Visits WFIRM

[Video] PBS Military Medicine: Beyond the Battlefield with Bob Woodruff

Save The Date: Summer Scholars Program 2017

WFIRM A Proud Sponsor of World Stem Cell Summit Dec 6-9, 2016

Save The Date: Regenerative Medicine Essentials 2017

Check Out The Latest WFIRM Honors & Achievements
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